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EDITORIAL ..... 
Well, WNOCt fans ••• fiut.'s anothtr WUL of C.M., 

ani what a sua119t mont.h i.t has 6un wit.h onLy a 
coupLt of mw 9amu for tfu . t119iru, but quilt a 
ftw for thL Mt9aariw. ani thL Gamtb<!)1, Ana rJim 
tfiut.'s t.ht mw fumfware porl4bCt.s, wit.h 6ot.h t.ht 
Gatnt Gear and l'C f,119int GT 6cm Cau.nchLa ... 
11nfor1UnJ1u!y, t.ht Game Gt4r ow.r lit." is wtU tno 
Q:flffl&iw., a.ruf tfu GT is a.Cso wd! too Q:JJmsiw. in 
Japan, 50 sfiouL! it hit tfu UK, it'rL bt 111t9a ~
pmsiw.. Why do l.nt)' afways 6o~t t.hirtlJS up7 
Whattwr t.ht ca.K, t.ht Supu Fatnlann shouul bt 
avai!abk whm you reaa t.his, aruC l shaf! 9tt my 
mitts on ant for sun ... so Q:JJtCt future 9a.rm re

vkws for t.his rnachin.t .. and lips! 
Jt's fii91i!y un!iidy 1 will rtU4.st t.ht. ntXt issut . in 

tun& for Christmas ... you i.naw haw it is, 50 if 1 
don't, haw. a Mary Cli.ristmtu and a Happy Ntw 
Yearlfl l WdL, untiC ~ titnt .... su ya. 
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Hardware News 
Sega are really busy. not content 
with the recent release of the 
portable Game Gear. and the on 
going Megadrive. but are to release 
a 'duo' computer - a PC that will 
come with an adaptor that will run 
Megadrive games. Sege hes tea 
med up with IBM Japan to produce a 
low cost AT with atlease 512k ram, 
and like the Nintendo Duo, will be 
able to hook up to a standard TV 
set. The machine is expected to sell 

• in japan for 200,000 yen. and 
should officially hit the UK someti 
me next year ... for around £799. 
Personally, I don 't see the machine 
catching on, do you? 

The Megadrive can compete extre
mely well against the NES. PC Engi
ne, and most systems. but what 
about the Neo Geo end all the home 
arcade systems that's available in ja 
pan? Sege have decided to go 
overdrive and are developing a 32 -
bit console to blitz the competition, 
and the name - the Gigedrive. Having 
a machine to beat the Neo Geo is 
going take some beating, and cost a 
fair bit - and it's likely that the Gige 
will cost around £ 500 with 
cartridges at around £100. and 
possibly released in 1992 .... so time 
for NEC to come up with something . 

Portabfe Engine 
By the time you reed this, NEC would 
have released the portable PC 
Engine - the ·pc Engine Gr <10th 
Nov.'90>. but the price of the machine 
is a whopping 44.800 yen, around 
£183, which is more then most had 
expected . However, the price will 
pitch it against the Atari Lynx which 
around the same price. 

The machine will ofcourse run all 
games available for the standard 
engine. although ell games that are 
multi-play, will only work es a single 
player game. However, there ere two 
games programmed for the engine 
that enables multi-comm -link when 
on the GT. The games ere Bomber 
Man from Hudson Soft. which was 
delayed due to the reprogramming, 
and Spin Pair from Media Rings. a 
puzzle game similar to Tetris . 

One extremely bed point of the 
machine apart from the price is it's 
battery life - about 3 hours using 6 
normal 'AA ' size cells. The TV Tuner 
will retail for 14.000 yen. Comm- link 
cable for 1,800 yen. and AC Adaptor 
for 2,900 yen . Time will tell how the 
GT will sell. it hes the advantages of 
the colour screen. sound and 
graphics. and a mess of software, 
but the price is rather too steep and 
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battery life short... I suppose you can't 
have everyth ing .... but why not?!! 

Engine Software 
One of biggest ·games· (5 million 
bytes!) that was very user friendly, let 
you do just about anything, and said 
to be the game that paved the way for 
CD-I Entertainment. was Manhole, 
developed by Cyan . end released by 
Activision . Unfortunately, to play the 
game. you had to have access to a 
powerful Macintosh with either Herd 
Drive or CD-Rom. but thanks to Sun 
Electronics. the game will be 
converted to the PC Engine, on CD
Rom ofcourse . Manhole. is not really a 
game . but described as e fantasy 
exploration for children of ell ages. No 
release date unfortunately. From 
Hudson, Vs Ill will be out just before 
Christmas. so if you liked the Vs 1+11, 
you're in for a treat. so brush up your 
fighting skills end japanese! Ys Ill has 
certainly the best graphics seen on 
the engine ... some of the pies I though 
were drawn . but on close inspection. 
was actually a video screen. Aero 
Buster (or Air Buster as most will 
know it> should be out as you reed 
this . end looks very close to the coin 
op ... not surpri sing really . as it was 
converted by Hudson's top man. the 
guy that did A-Type 1+11. The game will 
be on 4meg Card and as mentioned, 
will feature the 2 player option. Also 
from the A-Type programmer. comes 
a 2 player buggy game . Here the 
screen is split into two halvP.s like 
Final Lap Twin. but is viewed from the 
side. looks like Kikstart. As you race, 
you have steep slopes , and other 
obstacles , plus menacing weapons 
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ENGINE NEWS 

including bombs, rockets, and spiked 
wheels. Out on 3meg, released 
date:tba. As mentioned above, 
Bomber Man has been delayed but 
will be out on 7th December As 
mentioned. the game will have a 5 · 
player option. and a dual-player 
comm-link option for the GT ... on 
2meg. From the programmer that 
brought you Super Star Soldier, 
comes a brilliant looking Kung Fu 
arcade adventure. Here the graphics 
ere febelous with the main character 
like Chan & Chan style and can do a 
whole lot of moves from punch. kick. 
flying kicks, leg sweeps, to launch 
fireballs like Street Fighter. You get to 
fight some wacky characters all well 
defined plus a large leaping tiger . 
firery dragon and a Budha bloke . Out 
on 4meg and set for 18th Jan.'91 ... a 
must!! 

April '91 is the date for the return of 
the prehistoric bonker - PC Kid II, in 
another arcade adventure romp, but 
he's gone love sick and now go 
around kissing plants . end generally 
with a smile on his face . More news 
when we get 'em. talking of sequels, 
Neutopia 2 will again be similar to the 
original in gemepley, out in 4rneg 
format but no release date . 

Whet about the S.G. vou ask?! Well. 
Hudson has two games in the 
pipeline. The first is a wicked looking 
horizontal scrolling shoot'em up on 
8megs!! This game looks absolutely 
stunning, and could be mistaken for a 
true coin-op game. As you expect. 
mult i-

parallax scrolling, deadly advisaries, 
additional weaponary, and giant size 
Bosses!! Expected to be available in 
japan on 22nd Feb.'91 tor 9,800 yen. 
The other game is more well known -
Capcom's 1941 (the third one, after 
'42. & 43l Again, to be on 8meg 
card, and currently only screen shots 
of the scenery, so not too interesting . 

lrem : lrem haven't produced many 
games for consoles. but certainly 
one of the best games companies 
around, and their latest announced 
game for the Engine will be the 
brilliant Dragon Breed! Unfortunately, 
there aren 't anyengine screen-shots 
of the game. and no planned size of 
card or release date. but judging by 
their previous releases. the con 
version should be excellent, but you'll 
have to have to wait ages!! Whate
ver the case, the engine is certainly 
going from strength to strength if 
more ace companies produce games 
for the machine ... come on Cepcom!! 
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Coming a lot sooner from lrem ho
wever. will be their other brill arcade 
adventure - Legend of Hero Tonma! 
Strangely, the game has only re
cently been released for the 
Nintendo system!? The engine 
version ofcourse looks better, and 
very close to the coin-op . Tonma is 
expected to be released in March ·91 
on 4meg card and should be a real hit 
as there seem to be a lack of this 
type of game on the engine. Coming 
about the same time too will be -
Lost Island Special. which is a cute 
arcade puzzle game. out on 4meg 
too . NCS: NCS haven't made a 
great impact on the Engine over here 
lately due to producing games requi 
ring knowledge of japanese. but have 
announced the sequel to one of our 
favourite engine games - Motoroa
der 2 . The game will be based on the 
original 5-player game but set in the 
future with hi -tech battle cars. 
there's even the chance to upgrade 
to vehicles that hover!! Some of the 
circuits are off the ground with bro
ken tracks & jumps, plus there a heli-
copter that's a bit of a bugger. 3meg. 
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CONSOLE IIA'ZINE 
date:tba. 
NCS are hoping to get tops for the 
cutest shoot'em up as they are to re- • 
lease a horizontal scroller on CD-
Rom. as all the graphics are cartoon 
like and enemies have faces on 
them ... even the gun turrets. The 
game looks to have similarities to 
Gradius as you have different wea-
pon options . The most wierd game 
NCS is Wallaby Times. a role play 
sort of game in a world of bunny 
rabbits that race kangaroos!! Out on 
3meg, middle December. NCS's Kick
ball will be out end of Nov ... based on 
baseball with wierd players. nuff said 
about that. And there's Mr.Shubibin 
Men 2 which looks to be a better 
game than it's former with more de 
tailed graphics and playability. The 
game also puts you in a ship in a hori
zontal shoot'em up in some stages 
aswell as the arcade adventure 
parts. 4meg, Dete:tba. 

Namco: As mentioned last month, 
nemco ere to release a cute arcade 
adventure based on Alice in 
Wonderland characters. and it will in
deed be 2D. but that doesn't make it 
less attractive as all the graphics are 
brilliantly produced. The game's 
called Marghen Maze. on 2meg card 
end will be out on 11th December. All 
of Lewis Carrol's characters ere fea 
tured including the Cheshire Cats 
that suddenly disappear only leaving 
their grins behind, the white rabbit 
which you're after, the Mad hatters in 
their enormous hats, Tweedle dums 
and dees. the catterpiller end of
course the Queen of Hearts. Looks 
ace!! Apart from Marghan Maze. 
Namco don't have anything else li
ned up, but PacMania could well be 
their next game to be converted. 

Taito: Taito has quite a number of 
titles to release - Champion Wrestler 
- 3meg - Out in December . Ca-
dash & S.C.I. - 3rneg - out in Jan.'91. 
And also pencilled in for Jan.'91 is Pa
rasol Stars - Bubble Bobble Ill. I 
mentioned that Ta1to were to produ
ce Rainbow Island on Card. but they 
are apparently not. but doing the se
quel instead . on 3meg. The game 
looks very similar to rainbows. as 
you control either Bub or Bob in hu
man form (2 player simultaneous 
available> in a platform game, but as 
you can guess. instead of creating 
rainbows. you have a colourful Para
sol. It it's as playable as Rainbows. 
it's one to save up for. What else can 
we expect from Taito? Very possibly 
Darius II. NEC Avenue: When will 
Avenue release Outrun? Well. Ave 
nue have now given a release date of 
21st Dec .• so fingers crossed they 
don't get the tippex out! 
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Thunderblade will be launched on 7th 
December, and a week later -
Fighting Hawk CHurrican>. Avenue are 
also releasing a Chess game on CD
Rom similar to Electronic Arts' Battle 
Chess. Instead of Knights. Queens, 
Castles, etc .. you have more nasty 
creatures like Skeletons with sword 
and shield, Ores, Minataurs with a 
giant axe, Griffins, and so on. Like 
EA's game, characters animate to 
their spot and when you take an op
ponent's piece, the characters battle 
it out on the board to the death. 
4meg. 

Naxat: Naxat's 2 player vertical 
shoot'em up - Burning Angels will be 
out in December on 3meg cardAs the
se sort of games goes, you either 
love 'em or hate 'em. and Angels 
looks very good indeed. As well as 
the extra weapons when in two 
player mode both players have diffe
rent ships with different weapons! 
More dual play vertical shoot'em up 
from Naxat will be 1943, Capcom's 
follow-up to 1942 ... one of my favori
te shoot'em ups although I have to 
say wasn't very good at it, on 4meg 
Card/ Naxat also are to convert a 
footie game from Technos Japan 
which has already been on the NES. 
Media Rings: As mentioned in GT bit. 
are to release Spin Pair in December 
on 2meg card and is similar to Tetris 
as you have to manoeuver dual-sha
pes to match with shapes in the co
lumn. Graphics look terrible, but the
se type of games don't rely on looks. 

Human: After Wretling. Footie, what 
else can Human do? Since it's winter 
how about Tennis? Well, the ' 
Australian Open to be precise. The 
game is viewed like Namco·s brill ten
nis game. but the graphics are more 
detailed and realistic. A nice touch is, 
you can practice with the aid of a 
machine which throws out tennis balls 
all over the court!! 

Victor Musical Ind.: More vertical 
shoot'em ups comes from Victor is 
Toy Shop Boys, coming out mid De
cember. The game lets you control 3 

flying boys in a game similar to Flying 
Shark etc .. but chunky cartoon cha
racters. up against toy soldiers. ra
cing cars. planes.train, giant teddy 
bear and doll. etc ... in a land of lego 
bricks, and so on. 2meg. 

Aicom: Every since P*47, Aicom 
have been in the dark, but they have 
been busy brewing up their latest 
conversion - Saint Dragon, and it 
looks very good, although some of 
the graphics are a little different. na
mely the big bull on stage one is gi
normous compared to the coin-op 
and amiga version. Out in December 
on 3meg. Hopefully it scrolls better 
than the terribe Amiga version which 
jerks like death!! 

SEGANEWS 

GameCnm: 
The 'Game Gear' was finally relea
sed in Japan. and now available in 
the UK from grey importers, al
though the price of the machines are 
rather steep compared to the official 
japanese price of 19,800 yen ap
prox. £81, with the TV Tuner set for 
£52, and games - Monaco GP · £14, 
and Columns & Pengo for £12 each. 
Grey importers are charging about 
double the price!! For the japanese 
price, the Game Gear is a real 
bargin. and sure puts the Gameboy 
down even if there ·s only three ga
mes for the machine at the moment. 
Incidentally, Columns on the GG is a 
lot better than the MD version with 
more variety. 

Talking of Columns. Sega are to re
lease the sequel, Columns II in coin
op form very soon. The game is ba
sically the normal columns with lots 
of extra similar to Tetris and Blo
xeed. with different shapes, pictures 
pushing the columns up, reversing 
the screen. etc ... it may possibly be 
converted to the Megadrive?! 

More Game Gear progs includes 
G-LOC out in November. December 
sees Psycho World, a game similar 
to Wonderboy/Mario Bros .. but you 
control a girl. Out in November too 
will be a Mah Jong game, and in the . 
new year. a japanese text graphic 
adventure. More Mah Jong blocks 
comes in the form of Shanghai II for 
December, and even more puzzles in 
the form of Sokoban. My view on the 
GG - at present. grey importers pri
ce, it's a par with the Lynx really, if 
you have more money than sense, 
then go for it. but if the machine was 
at the japanese price, you should 
rush out now and get one! 
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Megwfrive 
The next game that should pull in the 
punters from all corners of japan will 
be a giant 8meg Role Play Game set 
for March '91 from Sega. which looks 
very much like FTL's Dungeon 
Master, as instead of the traditional 
2D top-down RPG view, you get full 
3D animated action as you explore 
mazes of dungeons. Like OM you get 
attacked by all manner of creatures 
from Pumpkin men. sword wielding 
skeletons, dragons, and water spirits. 

Another giant game to be released 
in December will be from Taito, with 
Darius II, on 8meg Cart. Graphically, 
Taito seem to have done the 
impossible by reproducing the coin
op onto the Megadrive without too 
much differences. All 28 levels of the 
coin-op are present and the 2-player 
option should be included. Unlike the 
original Darius, 2 player mode is more 
playable in the sequel, as you get 2 
power-ups instead of one. The game 
should be a real hit, it's a lot more 
playable than it's former with more 
variety, (you not only fly left- right, 
but right to left sometimes), more 
weapons, and should be a better 
conversion with the coin-op having 
2-screens instead of 3. Taito also 
will be converting their advanced Qix 
game Volfield to the MD, and Ultimate 
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Tiger <Twin Cobra> should a~so ~ ~ 
available in December ... again single O 
player . E 

More Toa-Plan vertical shoot'em up before Christmas. I have to say, this 
will come from Compile called Aleste one looks the best vertical shoot'em 
on 4meg cart. for December . This one up games around, with well awesome 
looks well ace . certainly more better weapons. 
than the run of the mill Flying Shark Treco: Atomic Robo -Kid should be 
type games. and is a bit like lrem·s available about now. but their naxt 
Image Fight as you contr?.I a tran~for - game Vasum will be a RPG, seems 
mer -like craft. Like TatsuJm. theres quite playable as not only are there 
the usual 3 colour power -ups to co- the usual plan view walk around a 
llect - Red/yellow - bombs, green - map, and japanese text when you 
laser <Wow!>, and blue - ermm ... blue meet someone or at shops, taverns 
fire ball thingies . However , your guns and so forth .... there's also lots of 
can be rotated to fire forward, 3 way, side - view slash and hack arcade 
back, reverse, roll or free . The action ... which looks well impressive . 
bosses are quite nasty with large If only it was in english! talking of 
ships with devastating weapons. in- RPG's there are quite a number co-
eluding a heavily armed chinese ming out for the MD. 
temple on half - tracks! Kyugo Trading Co.Ltd: Coming late 

One game that most Engine owners November or December will be Su-
have been waiting for since the per AirWolf. As mentioned before, it's 
machine was available in the UK was a two part game ... fly your ·copter up 
Wardner ... and it's still not out, but MD screen blasting everything in sight 
owners should be happy as it's to be like in Twin Cobra and collecting the 
converted to the 16- bit machine on extra weapons including lasers. mis-
4meg and hopefully out for Feb.'91. siles and some wicked bombs. Re-

Techno Soft's vertical shoot'em up ach the end, and you'll land and drop 
- Elemental Master looks real hot off a bloke. where you have to run up 
property on 4meg and out mid De- screen Commando style killing off all 
cember. As a flying wizard, you can enemy soldiers etc. Reach the end to 
aquire some mean weapons . all of rescue the POW, and collect all the 
which can be powered up, and as you extra weapons again on the way. Get 
expect, there are quite a number_ of the POW on board. and you're back 
huge bosse s to kill including multi - in control of the copter. but then face 
armed/head dragons . and a giant the big boss crafts similar in style to 
hedgehog!! Talking of TechnoSoft , 1942 mega planes throwing bullets all 
their brill shoot'em up Thunderforce III over the shop. 
was so good, Sega has put it into . More shoot'em ups includes Gy-
coin -op format . so if they every bring noue from NCS, and this one looks 
it to the UK. you 'll be able to play and ace. as you control a bloke with 
show off in the arcades! wings in a horizontal shoot'em up. 

Namco : Even more puzzle games The graphics are real neat with rock -
from Namco set fo r end of No- made creatures, skulls & skeletons . 
vember is Megapanel on 2meg cart. etc .. 4meg. Telenets ' Gaiares. should 
and again a spin-off from Tetris. Here be available in December, and looks 
you have two columns, so two people great again, another horizontal 
can play against each other . Not sure shoot'em up, but is by RENO .... who 
what you have to do. but you do get haven't impressed us on the Engine! 
these big colour tiles with symbols on Heavy Unit should also be out in 
them ... no doubt you have to match December and also the date for 
them together. Namco also plan to Hard Drivin' from Tengen Inc .... only 
convert a rather groovy vertical on 2meg cart. This looks very good , 
shoot'em up for the MD - the name of but if it plays and moves like the 16-
which I don 't know, but you're up bit computer versions, I'll pass! 
against loads of rather big nasty in- More Mega BIG games to come for 
sect -like creatures .. should be out the MD, will be Midnight Resistance -
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on 8meg Cart... and expected to 
appear in January 1991. The screen 
shots bok great just like the coin-op, 
another to same up for!! Another 8meg 
biggie wl come from Telenet who are 
to convert the brilliant (and diffictAt> 
Vais I for the Megadrive ... how the 
music wll sound from CD to MD sound 
chip format shoud be worth waiting for. 
Expected sometime after March '91. 

Oh yeah ... anyone a fan of Vapour 
Trail? Well , it is also planned for the 
machine. 

ATARI LYNX 
Lynx software is stift thin on the ground 

- there has yet to be anything since 
Slime World (one rather cool game!), but 
the next two releases should be 
available real soon. as they have 
aready been launched in Japan & 
USA. .. thet of Xenophobe and 
Roadblasters. Xenophobe is slightly 
different from the coin-op as you'd 
expect. fitting 3-split screens onto the 
Lynx isn't such a good idea. so you get 
a full screen per person. lncidentaly, 
both games look a bit blocky, especaNy 
Roadblasters. After the above two 
games, the next two should be Ms. 
Pacman and Paperboy. In japan, games 
sea for 4.300 yen. With the mtAtitude 
of gadgets avaiable for the Gameboy, 
the Lynx has now got one of it's own ... a 
black plastic unit thet fits onto the 
Lynx's screen to blackout light so you 
always get a clear picture without glare 
or reflection This unit sells in Japan or 
900 yen .... also available is a carrying 
case. 

GAM£BOY 
One of Konami's most successful 
coin -op games is Gryzor, so it's no 
surprise it's to be converted to the 
gameboy ... although it look's to be 
the sequel one .. the name of which 
escapes me now. Anyway, the con
version looks quite good with the 
side-view AND plan-view action in
cluded .... expected sometime in De
cember. or possibly Jan.'91... one to 
look out for!! 
DataEast are to release a pool game 
for the gameboy would you believe. 
Play will be similar to Engine's Break 
-In, nuff said about that. December. 
and BPS will release the best follow
up to Tetris - Hatris. although Tetri_s 
is still outselling the it on the NES m 
Japan!? 
If you ever owned an ST/Amiga, 

you 'd might have played a game from 
lnfogrammes called Bubble Ghost -
well, it has been converted to the 
Gameboy . and very good it looks too . 
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The first 4 player gameboy linkable 
game was F1 Race. and the second 
will be out in December from HAL La
boratory, inc .. in a top-view tank 
game, where you control a tank. en
ter enemy territory. and blast the li
ving daylights out of everything - mo
ving or not. In 4-player multi-game. 
you'll all out to destroy one another!!! 

SUPER FAMICOM 
As the machine was officially launch 
in Japan on Nov.21st. make sure you 
get the next issue of CM for a full re
view of the machine and it's games ... 
Super Mario World & F:Zero . <I've al
ready sent for my SF from Japan.> 
Both games look real cool.. Mario's is 
Mega-mega big and the amount of 
variety it contains is unbelieveable, 
aswell as the usual running, jumping, 
going down pipes. etc ... you get to 
ride a dragon that spits fire. swim. 
climb fences, float around with magic 
cloak, etc. And F:Zero have you ra
cing around dangerous tracks at high 
speed .. not only have the tracks got 
tight bends. but there are mines!, 
jumps, slip zones, Magnets that pull 
you into them, etc .. and then there are 
the other competitors to contend 
with!!! 

Coming out from Sharp, in corpora
tion with Nintendo, will be the 
'21G-SF1', a 21· Colour TV with built in 
Super Famicom. This will sure solve 
the problem of space and compatibili

As you'd expect, the price of the 
21G-SF1 cost a bit more than a 
normal TV. but expected around 
£500, and to be released in Japan on 
5th December. It's highly unlikely the 
machine will appear over here, as the 
8-bit Famicom combination never 
did ... as far as I know. 
Interestingly, Capcom's 8meg Cart -
Final Fight <for release in japan on 
21st Dec.> has an extra game inclu
ded . Basically, the gameplay will be 
the same, with same characters, but 
instead Ojl travelling through mean 
streets . the subway, etc ... everything 
is clean .. like Palm Beach. and in a 

SF : Gt?IIDIU~ :ll[ - IT '5 7HC??E: HEIIPS f/0/IN 

plush Hotel . 
Bombuzal should be available on 

1st December . Populous should be 
available on 16th Dec. and is an im

provement 
over the MD 
conversion, as 
the SF version 
has 1000 le
vels, plus. in
stead of the 
original 4 
graphic worlds 
- there are 10. 
Also, 
strangely en
ough, there 
have been a 
few name 
changes to 
some games 

ty with TVs. 
The unit is ful
ly remote con
trol, with 
picture - in
picture capa
bilities. so you 
can play and 
watch the TV 
at the same 
time time! This 
is not a new 
thing for either 
company, as 
Sharp produ
ced a TV with 
the 8-bit Fami
com system 
built-in a few 
years back. SII/IRP'.5 2/G· Sri : CAR.1RIPGE:-fOl?.T ToP 

CoNTR..oL ftf<.TS ePrrom, LEFT. 

- coming out for 
the SF. R- Type 
II has changed 
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to 'Super A-Type', and formerly Dra
gonfly, has now changed to 'Pilot 
Wings·. Other games coing out for 
the SF includes Jelly Bean - a cute 
horizontal scrolling arcade ad
venture as you control a bouncing 
ball (giant jelly bean?> with eyes. a 
golf game called Jumbo Ozaki's Hole 
in One. Big Run, Drakkhen, Gradius Ill, 
and SD Great Battle - a sort of 
arcade adventure/RPG. 

TIPS i;,~ 
First[y, 'lhi's tips sttms to have 9ont missing, 
a.ruf l fiacfu. 't Ult titnL to sou£ tfu futtst issutS 
af Tfll19S to him far tra.nsfuticm in time far 
tfu.s isstu, so tfu f of!owing tips, a.re 
"transfutu!" &y mystlf - some mtan feat a.s I 
can't rrac! a. won! of ja.pa~III So vtry Gkdy, 
some of tfust wcm't warL. 6ut great fun to 

try eftl ! (Onn) 

Megadrive: Phelios 
You only get 3 Credits in this game -
how about 9? When the screen 
'Chapter 1 Devil in Diros .. .' appears, 
press 'C', 'A', 'B', 'A', 'C', 'A', 'B', 'A', 
and you should have nine credits ... 
hopefully . You also get a different 
screen too. after this. 

Megadrive: FATMAN 
The following will let you pick which 
character to fight against... or in two 
player mode. choose character you 
wish to play. Preform the following on 
the title screen when asked to press 
START. 

CR=Press Right on Pad, L=Left on Pad. 
etc.> 

Name 
EDWINA 
GUANO 
BONAPART 
ROROCHIC 
STUMP 
RAMSES 
WEBRA 

1up 
L,B+C,C 
U,R.A+B 
A,U,C 
R.U.D 
A+C,R,C 
R,L,A 
A+C,U,R 

2up 
B.A.B 
L.A.L 
A.A.A 
C.A.C 
U,A,U 
R.A.R 
D.A.D 



TIPS ..... 
MC FIRE 
SHEBA 
WEEZIL 
SKINNY 
BRANIAC 
BUFF 
EL TORO 
SPIDRA 
MONDU 

D.C.R 
B+C.8,8 
D.R.U 
R.D.R 
R.R.C 
L,C.B 
B+C,AU 
A.D.B 

A+B,D,R 

Engine: VALIS Ill 

A.C.A 
B.B.B 
L,B.L 
A,B.A 
C.B.C 
U.B.U 
R,B.R 
D.B.D 
B.C.C 

As you might expect... for visual 
debugger, sound test. etc .. on the title 
screen . do the following: press 
'l','1','U','D','R'.'L' and hit Run, where 
you'll get the visual debugger screen . 
Here you can see all the inbetween 
animations. Press Select to get the 
extra servis - sound test. messages, 
and roulette? Yes, roulette. which is a 
load of crap really! 

Qameboy: T.M.N.Turtles 

going to music . and selecting and 
playing the following tunes in order 
will give you other options. These are 
the numbers of the tunes you have to 
play. 

1) 3, 1.4. 1,5,9.2.6.5.3.5,8.9,7,9,3,2,3. 
8.4.6.2.6 = for a different level 

2) 0.3,8,3 ,9,0.0,8.0 
3) 1.1.9.2.2.9,6 = for stage 6 
4) 7.5.8.4.10.8 .9 ,9 .8.5.10 = for Rank 

15 
5) 7,9,3,10 = to start with spinning 

rings 
6) 2.10.3.8 
7) and for some strange bits enter 

5,7.3 , andior 7.6 .5 

Engine: Download 
Here are some pastwords for this 

game: 

CONSOLE MA'ZINE 
XGA A9I36 

Which lets you play the very last 
puzzle. 

Megadrlve: Hurrican 
Go lo the select screen and select • 

level to HARD. Player - 1. Sound Test 
to 26 . and Rapid - Off . and start to 
see a nice animation of a tank . 

Engine: Super Star Soldier 
Hold Select and Run then turn the 

power switch on. Then on the title 
screen. Left. 'II', Up, 'II'. Right. ·11·. 
Down, 'II', Left 'I'. Up, T. Right. 'I', 
Down, T. press 'I' and 'II' 
simultaneously 8 times , Select and 'I' 
Simultaneously 8 times for the 
Sound Test, game difficulty, screen -
which makes the screen thinner, and 
stage Select. 

■r.Stretcho ■an 
On the title screen . press Select. 'II'. 

Select . ·n·. and rnpeat this until you 
get the Duel Mode . Here you can 
fight all of the boss characters. 

On configuration screen, go to 
stage, and press 'A','B' and Select to 
get a '?' at the end of 5. which will let 
you play the bonus game . 

Engine: W-RINQS 

OEF07LF0FB 
OEF05LF07B 
OEF0KLF0VB 
OEF0HLF05B 
OEF09LF0HB 
OEF0CLF0PB 
OEF0OLF09B 

■NQINI!: PUZZNIC {t'd®0 ooo
0 D~(?~~?Ji? 

And here's a password for Puzznic: Z-J 
J9G 55 CEE 

Not sure about this, but I think by 

MEGADRIVE ,.-- ·'J' 
• • I / _,. •, /• • •. \ / ( • ._ \ ! f . ! ( ( 

"! ! \ ' , ' ; ' . '! I l :I '\ ·1 ( ~· 
•·• , I l _. i 

PC ENGINE 

THE ULTIMATE CONSOLE HIRE CLUB 
If you own one of these superb machines then why not get the best out of your system and at the 
same time take the risk out of buying your next game. Have you ever forked out 30, 35 or even 
40 pounds on a game to find that when it arrives it doesn't come up to your expectations or you 

complete it within days of purchase. This makes hiring a great alternative for only £3.50 per 
week. You can hire any cartridge of your choice at MEGAWARE we have almost 70 different 
titles for the Megadrive and over 115 for the PC Engine, Super Grafx and CD Rom system. 
Why let your old carts gather dust on the shelf. We buy, sell and exchange used carts with a 

good selection always in stock. 
Also a good trade-in allowance of your unwanted carts against the latest up to the minute 

releases. 
We also stock machines, joysticks, and all add-ons for both consoles. 

USED CARTS FROM £14.00 
NEW CARTS FROM £17.95 

MEGADRIVE (PAL or SCART) £129.95 

Here at megaware we strike to offer a fast, friendly and efficiant service to help you the customer. 
For more info. tel: 091 5498807 

or send S.A.E. to MEGAWARE 
35 Cullercoat road, Hylton Castle, Sunderland, SR5 3RZ. 
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REVIEWS 
STRIDER 

BT $£GA · · M~aari~ · · 8t11f9S 

Strider was a big hit on all the compu 
ters when it was released by US 
GOLD last Christmas. The Amiga 
version seemed pretty poor to me -
the graphics were small , poorly ani
mated and it was painfully slow! So 
how about the MD version? Read on! 
Strider is a conversion of a Capcom 
coin op in which you control Matt Stri 
der, a very athletic and well 'ard 
mercenary type. I say athletic becau
se he's capable of somersaulting 
giant ravines , climbing up sheer fa 
ces (with the help of some sort of 
claw) and sliding rugby tackle 
attacks! 
As for weaponry, Strider carries a 
large sword which looks great when 
it's used- a large crescent shape tra
ce is seen as he swipes at enemies. 
To start with we are shown a nice 
title screen where Strider slashes the 
backdrop Ca picture of his arch ene 
my presumably!) into two. No music at 
this stage <to save cartridge space I 
would think>. After pressing Start. 
you can either start the game or set 
up the options . These are : Level 
Ceasy,normel,hard), Players <li-
ves - 3 .4.5) and sound select. I'd ad
vice easy and 5 lives since you'll 
need all the help you can getl 
After starting the game you see a 
large picture of the arch enemy 
scrolling upwards accompanied by e 
nasty evil laugh! Next we see Strider 
hang -gliding (!) into the city . Sirens 
wail end off we go! 
Only two buttons ere used- 'B' is for 
attacking end either 'A' or ·c· is for 
jumping/somersaulting <depending on 
where you ere} . Sliding is achieved by 
pulling down and using the jump 
button. 
You start off w ith 3 bars of energy 
(and however many lives you speci 
fied on the options screen>. There is 

also a time limit <so no hanging 
around amassing huge scores!) 
and at times it gets very tense 
trying to complete a level be
fore the clock runs out! 
A variety of collectables pop up 
from time to time (in the form of 
pods either lying around or 
flown in by robots!>. Available 
are: Swords (power up sword 
larger range>. e little Strider (ex 
tra life} , e glowing orange Stri 
der (shield} , various Japanese 
icons <extra energy or increa
ses energy bar size>. 400 and 
200 point bonuses, droids <follow 
you firing when you do-handy!), e me
tal tiger <leaps around killing ene
mies> end e metal bird (flies around in 
the sky and doesn't seem to do 
anything!>. 
The main sprite is large (about 1.5 in
ches tam and is brilliantly animated. 
The backdrops are absolutely stun 
ning! Loads of colour has been used 
end they ere incredibly detailed end 
accompanied with perfectly smooth 
parallax! The enemies are all beeuti 
f ully drawn end very from guards 
with guns to dogs and one legged pi
rates!. 
The MD is really shown off to great 
effect with Strider and in some pla
ces leaves you in utter disbelief at 
what the machine is doing <check out 
the amazingly fest scrolling when 
you run down the side of the cliff!!-in 
credible!>. 
There are 5 levels shown in the 
booklet <maybe more?) but each le
vel is really big (with two parts split 
by a large guardian>. The game 
scrolls ell ways <left, right. up, down 
and diagonals!} and ell the levels re
quire you to climb, jump and slide 
your way through them <there are no 
simple horizontal scrolling ones!>. 
The left to right and up/down 
scrolling is super smooth but the dia
gonal scrolling is a little jerky <al

though not as bed 
as Moonwalker>. 
though not really 
that noticeable 
whilst you're 
playing . Also. the 
only other gripe is 
that some of the 
large explosions are 
a little glitchy and on 
VERY rare occa 
sions (once or twi
ce in the whole 
game} things slow 
down a little . Howe 
ver. considering the 
hardware in the 
arcade (32 bit etc) 
all these points 
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seem really petty since we are 
getting an exact copy of the 
coin-op!!!! 
I must also mention one bug- just be
fore the run down the hill I have found 
that if you stand in a certain place 
the robot you are supposed lo kill l::!e
fore progressing disappears and you 
have to wait until the time runs down. 
Whoops! 
The music is absolutely brilliant- all 
the tunes are really atmospheric and 
suit the game perfectly. I would advi 
ce playing around with the sound test 
to hear some of later music <check 
out 'Big Run·. 'Gravity Unusual' end 
'Valleys end Rivers' for examples of 
the fabulous sound capabilities of the 
MD>. 
The gameplay is really well graded 
and allows you to progress further 
on each go- this is ·not another easy 
megadrive game· es Onn would say! 
There ere NO continues and each go 
can bring either good or bed fortune 
<sometimes you can lose 2 or 3 lives 
before the end of level 1 whereas 
other times you can get through to le
vel 3 without losing one!l 
Strider really is a top quality MD 
game-brilliant graphics. excellent mu
sic. addictive gameplay (just one 
more go!> and it's big! 
Every so often a game that is both 
technically superb and also is 
actually a great game comes along 
Strider is one such example. This is 
not really e ·conversion· of the coin
op - this is the coin-op!! <can anyone 
spot any differences?) . 
Fans of the coin -op should buy this 
straight away and all MD owners 
would be mad to miss this . 
I have a feeling we've got another 
Super Shinobi on our hands here!!! 

Graphics - 95% Sound 
Playability .. 91% V. F M. 

Overall - 94% 

- 95% 
90% 

This brilliant Capcom coin-op hit the 
arcades about 2 years R go, but was 
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somewhat overshadowed by Cap
com's other new game - ·Ghouls 'n' 
Ghosts·. The arcade machine used a 
~w !19r~wa~e graphics system - gi
ving Strider some of the moat im
pre88ive visuals seen in an arcade. 
The Megadrive conversion of 'Stri
der' begins with a neat opening se
quence showing the evil lord 'Eurasia' 
who you must eliminate by battling 
through 5 increaU1gly difficult sta
ges. 
The strider 'Hiryu' hanglides onto the 
Moscow rooftops to begin his mis
sion, armed with a laser sword, and 
an acrobatic ability to somersault 
great distances. and slide alond the 
ground. As Strider moves from left to 
right, he must hack 'n' slash anything 
that _gets in his way, including cyborg 
soldiers. gun emplacements. etc. La
ter in the stage, Strider is confronted 
by a homocidal strongman, has to de
stroy a laser spewing generator, and 
f lnatly reaches a chamber containing 
~ RU88ian policburo who promptly 
join together forming a gigantic sna
ke requi'ing many direct hits to de
stroy. 
Before each stage, there is an intro
duction to the following stage detai
ling the scenario and guardians. 
Later stages include a massive varie
ty of scenarios. such as : The sibe
rian Forest, an underground base, an 
eerie deserted factory (check-out 
the effect when the lights go out lea
~ing ev~rything as a silhouette - very 
1n:ipr~ssave>. A hugh ravine to jump, an 
a.-sh1p to capture. A hugh Flying 
mothershlp, A journey through the 
Amazon jungle (in Russia?), complete 
with prehistoric monsters and Eura
sia's hugh base. 
Megadrive 'Strider' is a highly im
pressive conversion - not arcade per 
fect (but name me a game that is> - I 
would say that it is on a par with 
Saga's Ghouls ·n· Ghosts conversion 
for arcade accuracy. The graphics 
are brilliant with excellent animation 
and colour, two layers of a-direction 
parallax scrolling, and hardly any 
flicker considering that some of the 
sprites are nearly half the screen in 
size . In similarly high profile is the mu
sic which is excellent - some of the 
best I've heard on the Megadrive and 
~ads of tunes. The digitised speech 
18 much better than the usual Me
gadrive croaking . (listen to S.F.X. 45 
- awesomell) 
As youcan probably tell I'm very im
pressed with the Megadrive Strider, 
the gameplay is compelling <I always 
set the difficulty level to HARD -
much more challenging) and with the 
fabulous graphics and sound this 
must rank as the best Megadr:ive 

,I 
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game since Ghouls 'n'Ghosts - miles 
better than a lot of the dross re
cently released. If you can get hold 
of a copy - BUY ITII 

Graphics - 92% 
Sound - 94% 
PlayabHity - 94 % 
V.F.M. - 94% 

Overall - 93% 

CONSOLE ■A'ZINE 
try to stop you from progressing any 
further! 
The graphics actually get better the 
further you go into the game (and ' 
therefore start off looking fairly ave
rage>. Later on some very nice 
effects <rippling lines as a backdrop • 
VERY fast parallax scrolling etc> ar~ 
used, but it is a pity that more of the-
8:8 were not included earlier as the 
first few levels are quite boring to 
look at. 

ofA..to&..J <.iJlo.,,... The music throughout is well done 

ABBQWFLASH 
Br SEGA - SUPPLIED Br PC ENGINE 

SUPPLIES 
Mt.gaariff - 4mtg 

\ 

WeH, well, well, the shoot ·em ups are 
certainly arriving in abundance at the 
moment! Arrowflash is Saga's own 
attempt to better Thunderforce Ill, 
and can they do it? 
Arrowflash is a horizontaHy scrolling 
shoot 'em up, not unlike every other 
game of this type Ue we have all the 
usual ingredients: power ups. speed 
ups, end of level guardians etc. etc). 
The game starts with the title screen 
popping up <no music) and if left we 
ar~ shown the demo mode. On pre
ssing Start we can either commence 
blasting or fiddle with the options. 
The options are as follows: Level 
<Easy, Normal, Hard), Player <Li-
ves - 3,5,7), Sound Test, Control 
<change which button does what> 
Rapid fire <on/off> and Arrow Fla~ 
<Stock or Charge>. 
On starting the game we see our lit
tle space ship zoom out of a mother 
ship and change into a robot m. The 
3 buttons are all used. 'A' changes 
between space ship and robot <the 
space ship is faster but the robot has 
better fire power>, 'B' fires and ·c· re
leases your 'Arrow Flash'. The two 
different ways of doing this (se
lected in the options> are Stock (pre
ssing ·c· releases a super shot> or 
Charge <like A-Type, you hold the 
button down and release it when you 
want to fire). Also, the robot has a di
fferent Arrow Flash. Instead of firing 
a large shot, he gets a shield which 
allows you to fly into enemies to kill 
them (for a limited time>. 
Power ups come along fairly regu
larly in the form of pods which must 
be blown up before you can collect 
their contents. The power ups inclu
de: speed, extra Arrow Flashes, ex
tra shot power (shown at the top of 
the screen as a bar>, multiples and 
extra lives. 
Each level is of a medium length with 
an end of level guardian waiting to 
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but, again, nothing special and 
certainly nowhere near the pure qua
lity of Strider's. Sound effects are 
basically functional as with most 
shoot 'em ups. 
G~meplay is actually very good. The 
ship moves at a good speed to start 
off with so no problems with 
slo~ness (like CurseD. However. yet 
again, the easy level is far too easy 
<maybe Om is right about MD ga
meslllll) and getting to level 5 (the 
last?> proves to be no problem (al
though level 5 is hardD. Either normal 
or hard mode Is recommended. 
The end of level guardians must get 
a mention- some of these are really 
beautifully drawn <check out the dra-

. gonl> and are easly the best in the 
whole game. 
ArrowFlash is basically a good shoot 
'em up but has a few flaws which 
stop it from being brlliant. The diffi
culty level is set too low (and 5 conti
nues is too many I think) and the 
attack waves seem pretty badly 
thought out (for a lot of the time you 
can sit in the same place>. Also, the 
graphics don 't look as if too much 
effort has been put into them <ex
cept the end of level guardians>. 
Those of you who are desperate for 
a horizontally scrolling shoot ·em up 
should buy Thunderforce Ill, and if 
you already have, then wait for 
Darius 2 (8 MEG!I!>. 
However, to be fair, ArrowFlash is 
certainly one of the better shoot 'em 
ups w~ich have been released and 
deserves attention, although I have 
my doubts about it lasting appeal. 

Graphics - 80% Sound -80% 
Playability - 88% V.F.M - 76% 

Overall ' -83% 

,. 
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SA■E! SA■E! SA■E! 

ME.GADRIVE - BT TOAPLAN 
SUPPLIED BT MF.GAW.ARE - 4f!W9 

Toaplan's latest shoot 'em up (after Tat
sujin and the poor Hurricane) hits the 
MD. It seems to be available under 
many guises (Fire Shark, Flying Shark 
2, Shark! Shark! Shark! etc> but don't let 
that put you off-this is basically Flying 
Shark 2! 
So, you guessed it, this is another good 
old excuse to shoot everything in sight!. 
Pressing Start gives you the choice of 
starting the game or playing with the 
options . They are as follows: Level 
(Easy, Normal, Hard), Players (Li
ves-1.2,3,4), Sound test and Rapid fire 
(on/off). 
When the game actually starts you see 
a bi-plane taking off from a runway Un 
fact, exactly the same as the start of 
Hurricane!> and it's into the action. 
Two buttons are used- A or C for firing 
and 8 for using smart bombs (which are 
in limited supply). 
There are the following collectables to 
get during the game: S-speed, P-po
wer up, 1UP-extra life, 2UP-2 extra li
ves, lightning symbol-bonus points and 
8-bombs. There are also 3 types of 
weapons available (the normal shot, fire 
weapon and laser>. Collecting 3 'P' 
symbols powers up your weapon Uike 
Tatsujin) and the fire weapon is very 
destructive when powered up (like the 
blue stream weapon in Tatsujin). 
The game is very much a back to ba
sics vertically scrolling shoot 'em up. 
There are really no innovative featu
res- the weapons are O.K but can 
hardly be described as revolutionary! 
The graphics are pretty well done - qui
te a lot of detail and some nice touches 
(dolphins swimming in the sea, birds 
flying past etc> but the overall effect in 
not one of a megadrive game, although 
there are a few parts which do give 
some indication that the programmers 
do actually realise what power they are 
playing with! (eg: the large aircraft 
carrier which moves around with ease>. 
The levels are quite large and in two 
parts (split by a large enemy to de
stroy). None of these end of level types 
are particularly nice to look at and 
some more effort certainly wouldn't 
have gone amiss. 
The music is distinctly average but 
luckily doesn't annoy you when you are 

MD: SSS
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playing, but even so a case of 'could 
do better' on the report! The sound 
fx are as expected- a collec-tion of 
bangs, whizzes and crashes and all 
probably pinched from other games! 
The gameplay is the redeeming fea
ture- this game is very playable! Ho
wever, I must say that the easy level 
should be avoided as it is far too 
easy <I managed to get to level 10-
the last- on my first go!>, but the 
normal mode is just right and should 
keep most people going for a while. 
So, to sum up, Sarne! Same! Same! is 
a vast improvement on Hurricane 
<the graphics are better, the ga
meplay is better and the weapons 
are more varied) but it is still not a 
'proper' megadrive game. The MD is 
capable of far nicer graphics and 
much more effective music than this. 
However, I suppose a game like this 
is fairly restricting (in a similar way to 
something like Klax was> and as it 
stands Same! Same! Same! is a nice 
little shoot 'em up. 
Fans of shoot 'em ups should 
borrow/rent this but I have reserva
tions in saying ·euy it9. 

Graphics - 7 4 % Sound -65% 
Playability - 81% V.F.M -74% 
Overall - 72% 

Same! Same! Same! U think I shall re
fer to it as SSS from now on, I can't 
be bothered with all the exclamation 
marks!> may have a bloody daft 
name, but it is a well brilliant shoot
em-up and certainly craps on most 
other vertical scrollers from a great 
height, and is even a considerable im
provement on the original Flying 
Shark. 
It is best to play this game on normal 
difficulty level. as this is about right 
<as long as you don't continue or use 
rapid fire>. Hard level is for maniacs 
only! 

Upon starting the game your bipla
ne rolls out of its hanger, taxis down 
the runaway and takes off (just like 
the original Flying Shark) whereupon 
you can start kicking ass! The first 
thing that strikes you when you press 
the fire button is that you start off 
with a three way weapon. None of 
this wimpy single shot rubbish in this 
game! <This is actually a rather good 
idea, as it means that, if you die in a 
tricky spot you still have a reaso
nable chance of survival.> Extra wea
pons are collected by destroying 
zeppelins which occasionally drift 
onto the screen. The extras are: 
Speed, Bomb, Power up, Extra lives. 
and the three types of weapons: Blue 
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(This is the weapon you start with, 
and can be powered up to a rather 
groovy fifteen-way shot, which wi
pes out most baddies effortlessly) 
Green, <Powerful bullets which 
oscillate as they travel up the screen, 
but do not cover a very wide arc) 
and Red, a powerful beam weapon 
which starts as a very narrow single 
beam, but eventually becomes an 
awesome six way weapon, with the 
two beams on the far left and right 
moving through an angle of around 
90 degrees, annihilating just about 
everything on the screen Ca problem 
can occur here if some large nasties 
appear at the front of the screen just 
as the beams are moving to the rear, 
however, this can be overcome by re
peatedly pressing the button rather 
than holding it down as normal>. 

Enemy vehicles within the game 
are many and varied <certainly a lot 
more so than Twin Hawk). As well as 
the usual biplanes, tanks and gun 
emplacements there's new stuff to 
contend with like submarines <it's a 
bit of a shock the first time one sur
faces and blows you away!> Gun 
emplacements with opening and clo
sing doors Ca la Twin Cobra> Gun 
emplacements which rise out of the 
ground, Large planes which fly up 
from the back of the screen, firing 
downwards <again taken from Twin 
Cobra> and numerous others. End of 
level bosses are also great. and in
clude large tanks which fire bullets 
everywhere, large planes which fire 
bullets everywhere (just like 1943), a 
rather large ship bristling with guns, 
and on the last level (level ten> a 
chuffing enormous tank which fires a 
bloody lot of bullets! 

Graphics in the game are extreme
ly nice. The backdrops are well va
ried, with plenty of detail. The spri
tes, too, are well detailed and anima
ted. Colour is also used to good 
effect (I particularly like the cool red 



and black colour scheme of your bipla
ne>. A special mention must also go to 
the music. which is really fantastic . So
metimes during play, it's necessary to 
get up and groove! <It is advisable to 
pause the game before doing so> The 
SFX are appropriate. if not outstanding. 

Whilst there is no doubt that the game 
is a winner in technical Cand indeed 
aesthetical> terms. all that wouldn't be 
much good without decent gameplay. 
No problem! SSS is one of the most 
playable games I've encountered, and is 
almost on a par with the true greats 
such as Salamander and Super Darius. 
This is a typically brilliant Toaplan 
shoot'em up, and although it plagiarises 
certain other Toaplan/Taito shoot'em 
ups to a large degree, who gives a 
toss? 

If you're an MD owning shoot'em up 
freak, lay your mitts on this as soon as 
possible. You'd have to be a complete 
arsehead not to!! 

Graphics - 87% Sound 
Playable - 96% V.F.M. 
Overall - 94% 

- 95% 
- 90% 

Dynamite Duk• 
4f11C9 - M~aariw, 6y Sega 

Dynamite Duke is a Cabal inspired 
game, originally written by Seibu Kai
hatsu. In the game you control a blonde 
haired blockhead with a big weapon 
Cfnarr!!> and a transparent torso Cthis 
guy needs to see a doctor quick!>. The 
game has seven missions (Airfield, Oc
cupied Town, Woods. Tunnel, Factory, 
Laboratory, Atomic Reactor) through 
which you must run, slaughtering every
body, and at the end of each mission is 
a nasty boss to defeat. Duke himself 
has quite a large range of attacks with 
which to defeat his enemies. Button A 
fires Duke's SMG. Bis used to punch, 
(Hook or Uppercuts depending on the 
direction the joystick is being held in) 
and if depressed for a few seconds (un
til a bar at the bottom of the screen 
builds up to maximum) and released, 
Duke uses some of his dynamite <smart 
bombs to you and me!). Button C is 
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used to deliver a punishing kick to 
your adversary's knackers! every 
nasty!>. 

Upon entering level one , you see a 
crowded airfield littered with trucks, 
planes. barrels. hangers, and lots of 
nasty soldiers shooting at you, oh 
dear. time to move out of the way. 
However, pump a bit of return fire in 
their general direction <utilising the 
cursor so thoughtfully provided) and 
they'll soon realise that you're not a 
person to be trifled with. Soon en
ough, however, various vehicles and 
installations such as helicopters, 
tanks, guns that pop out of the 
ground and so on join the melee, and 
obviously these aren't quite so easy 
to eradicate. Help is at hand, though, 
in the form of various inanimate ob
jects such as trucks. rocks. oildrums 
and telephones which when shot be
stow goodies such as Extra Ammo. 
Dynamite, Kevlar Jackets, rapid Fire, 
extra energy, etc. upon Duke, which 
helps even things out a little. Re
aching the end of the first stage, 
Duke is confronted with a large tank 
firing lots of bullets. With lots of 
shooting and a little dodging, you 
should destroy the tank and then 
confront Mr. Fatbastard, the first le
vel boss . This guy hangs around at 
the back of the screen for a few se
conds, firing at you. He then rushes 
forward, and attacks you with his left 
arm (which is a sort of steel rod with 
a hook on the end) and also attempts 
to punch you with his right. A few 
punches to the head and well placed 
kicks to the happy sacks will soon 
dispose of the fat git. and then its on 
to level two. The game continues in 
this fashion until mission seven whe
re the boss has to be disposed of se
veral times before Duke finally sa
ves the day. 

Graphically, Dynamite Duke is of 
varying qualify. The graphics used 
within the levels are quite nice. with 
well defined and reasonably colou 
red backdrops and sprites, but 
nothing really special . The bosses 
are marvellously done. especially fat 
so on level one is brilliant - the way 

II 

his blubbery gut swings about when 
he attacks you is very cartoon like. 
On level four he returns. but this time 
produces a light saber type weapon 
which looks brilliant as he swings it 
about. 

Musically, Dynamite Duke is plea
sant (if rather subdued) but nothing 
special, and not up to the very high 
standard of music we have come to 
expect in MD games. Sound effects 
are very average and do nothing to 
enhance the game. In terms of ga
meplay . Dynamite Duke is pretty 
good, but rather repetitive, and has lit
tle to make it stand out from the 
crowd. The game doesn't really have 
enough to it. with only seven short le
vels. More variety would have en
hanced the game considerably, as 
would a couple more levels . 

Overall. I would say that Dynamite 
Duke is a good game, and fun for a 
short while, but it's nothing special, 
and certainly not essential purchase. 

Graphics - 90% Sound 
Playability - 82% V. F. M. 
Overall - 83% 

- 75% 
- 80% 
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RAINBOW ISLANDS 
M£GADRIVE BYTAITO 

SUPl'L1£D BT M£GAWARL 

COMMENTS; 
A good MD conversion of a brilliant 
coin-op marred by a few pieces of 
bad programming. The game glitches 
badly when there are a lot of rain
bows on screen and also slows down 
a little when the screen gets busy 
(both are completely unforgivable as 
this should have been a faultless con
version). Also. where is the two player 
option which made the coin-op double 
the fun? However, the graphics are 
well drawn, colourful and fairly well 
animated and the music is an nice re
ndition of ·somewhere over the Rain
bow" (although it does grate after a 
while!) . The easy mode is far too easy 
too complete, so playing on a higher 
skill level is recommended. The addi
tion of an "extra" game (ie different 
characters and end of level 
guardians> adds some more long term 
interest and if you complete all the le
vels in a certain way, this lets you ac
cess more levels. All said, Rainbow ls
lands is an incredibly playable and en
joyable little game which fans of the 
cute and platform games should 
check out. 

Graphics - 82% Sound - 75% 
Playability - 90% V.F.M - 80% 
Overall - 82% 

.. 
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R.£NTW FROM MEGA.WAR£ 

A fairly rare beast on the MD this- a 
beat 'em up! Fatman is basically a 
straight forward one against one 
fighting game similar to many compu
ter titles (eg Exploding Fist. Interna
tional Karate etc>. 
The game starts with a really nice in
tro-a disgustingly fat man (hence the 
title of the game!!) walks on • faces 
the screen and says "Welcome to the 
Fight Palace·. The sprite looks ex 
cellent and the speech is the best yet 
on the MD by a long way. An avera
ge (and quite short> tune plays and 
eventually the game goes into demo 

F,4T1Y)/W: OUR 5KJNNY f:t.Oke BllTTt.£5 WITH 
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mode if left. 
After pressing start you are given the 
choice of 1 or 2 players. 
On both games the setting is the 
same- the play area is about 2.5 
screens wide and scrolls smoothly 
when necessary. The floor looks like 
it was drawn using Commodore 64 
keyboard graphics (remember tho
se?!) and to make things worse, the 
programmers have used parallax 
scrolling on the floor (why?) which 
looks terrible because you can't real
ly see it scrolling since the floor looks 
so bad! Oh well! 
The backdrops look pretty good (le
vel 1 has 3 level parallax with a con
vincing glass effect> but are not ex
actly stunning. The sprites are pro 
bably the best graphics in the game
they all look really great and are very 
well animated. They also have 
wonderful names (Guano-a gargoyle, 
Bonapart -mutant. Robochic- !. 
Stump- former bouncer and arm 
wrestling champ!! etc). 
The 1 player game throws you 
straight into the action and you get 
three chances to beat each oppo 
nent before it's game over time. If you 
should happen to beat your ad
versary you move onto the next 
(harder) one. The main problem is that 
you always have less energy than 
your opponent and if you should win. 

you continue with the energy left 
over from the last bout! However, 
you can buy extra energy which is 
definitely a good idea! 
As you might have guessed, this is a 
HARD game - just getting past the 
first person is no easy task, let alo
ne starting against the second one 
with hardly any energy! Each bout 
has the tendency to last quite a wh~ 
le and the game does tend to get 
frustrating (and even a bit tedious> if 
you spend ages trying to finish off 
someone. 
In 1 player mode, you are given one 
weapon to start (No Jump which 
stops your opponent from jumping by 
putting spikes above their head!) but 
after a bout is completed you are al
lowed to spend some cash and buy 
some weapons (up to 5>. The more 
hits you inflict during a bout, the more 
the purse increases and the more 
money you earn at the end (plus you 
get cash for each hit>. 
In 2 player mode you fight a friend 
(enemy?D which makes the game a 
whole lot better- since things are a 
lot easier- plus you can choose 5 
weapons at the start!. This makes 
life interesting since the weapons are 
a good laugh to use. They include 
Freeze <stops your opponent mo
ving), Fade <invisibility), Bees <a 
swarm of bees flies around) and Oil 
<makes you slip over!). 
However. once one of you wins, its 
back to the title screen and start 
again- no new backdrops. just one 
fight in the first setting and that's it. It 
would have been nice to have a best 
of 5 with all 5 fights on different 
backdrops . 
All 3 buttons are used during the 
game. 'A' plus a variety of dire
ctions (there are 10 possible moves> 
makes your character punch. kick. 
somersault etc. 'B' selects the wea
pon to use end also causes you to 
breathe fire (which can hurt your op
ponent). ·c· uses the currently se
lected weapon. 
The sound throughout is pretty ave
rage stuff- there aren't any funky 12 
channel pieces like Strider or 
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Thunderforce Ill to be heard in Fat
man. The sound effects are the usual 
groans and thuds associated with 
this type of game. 
If you aren't usually keen on beat 'em 
ups, there's nothing in Fetman to 
change your mind- what we have 
here is simply a basic beat 'em up. 
The graphics are pretty good but not 
great. the sound is average and the 
gameplay is fun on two player but an
noyingly hard on 1 player. 
Also, I feel most people will lose 
interest in Fatman quite soon as the 
repetitive nature of the gameplay is 
realised early on. 
However, if you are a beat 'em up 
fan, then Fatman is probably worthy 
of your attention since there are 
plenty of levels <a 5 meg cart I 
think?) and there is nothing really se
riously wrong with the game at all. 
So, beat 'em up fans rejoice but if 
you are the slightest bit dubious 
about this style of game. you'd be 
better off buying the stuooing Stri
der! 
Me. i'II pass thanks! 

Graphics - 7 4 % Sound - 65% 
Playability - 65% V.F.M - 65% 
Overall - 72% 
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AXIS FZ 
UWOLt"Tf.AM MffiAPRIYl: 

Wolf Team's MD debut arrives finally 
and bodes well for the software 
house's efforts in the future . 
Axis FZ is essentially a shoot 'em up 
but instead of being either 
horizontally or vertically scrolling as 
we are accustomed to, this one is in 
isometric 3D !I!! As far as I know this 
is the first isometric game on the MD 
and I believe it is unique in game 
style es I've never seen a shoot 'em 
up use this display method before. 
Isometric 3D is the graphics style 
pioneered on the Spectrum with 
games such as Knight Lore, Head 
Over Heels etc . But can the MD 
handle these complex graphics with 
the speed of a shoot ·em up? Read 
on. 
The plot is very cyber punk/new age 
(rather like E-SWATJ in that you 
control a large robot which is in fact 
a ·new age power suit'. Presumably, 
like E-Swat, people actually wear/ 
control these suits. 
The objective of the game is very 
simple- each level is fairly small (and 
if you walk in one direction for a 
while you arrive at the other side of 
the map) and you must blow up X 
amount of other robots/tanks etc 
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with your lasers in order to complete 
the level. There are no power ups to 
be collected, except for little pod • 
carriers which wander around- blow 
these up and they leave behind en
ergy pods which increase your en
ergy level by one block. Lose all your 
energy and it's game over time Conly 
one life>. However, there are a whop
ping 8 continues m so progressing in 
the game isn't as hard as you might 
have thought. 
The title screen is pretty plain and 
pressing start brings up the option of 
starting the game or playing with the 
options <config). The options are: key 
<which button does what>. music test 
and level <easy.normal.hard). 
All three buttons are used - 'A' shoots 
the standard weapon <a single . rapid 
firing shot>, 'B' fires a more powerful 
but slower firing shot and ·c· brings up 
a picture of the robot's body (similar 
again to E-Swat>. However . I have no 
idea what the point of this screen is 
without English documentation! 
After you complete a level you have to 

shows? levels <each of two parts 
the level and the end of level 
guardian>. I managed to reach level 5 
on my first go which does bring in 
questions of the long term appeal of 
Axis FZ. Also, since each level is 
essentially the same as the last (with 
different graphics and sound>. the 
game could well become repetitive 
after a while. 
Although having said that, Axis FZ is 
a lot of fun to play and is an en
joyable <and off beat> blast which 
fans of shoot 'em ups would be ad
vised to check out. I would reco
mmend looking before you buy 
though. 

Graphics - 86% Sound 
Playability - 82% V.F.M 

- 75% 
- 77% 

Overall - 80% 

A BOY AND HIS BLOB 
&y JaC«o - Gamt6oy 

Su.ppfiea fry PC Enqint Supplus 

face the end of level guardian type -
characters. These vary from 3 tanks A boy and his blob first appeared on 
with multiple gun emplacements to 2 the NES. and was produced by the 
robots which circle you at speed. most famous video game designer -
The graphics throughout Axis FZ are David Crane - the man responsible 
very well done indeed. The isometric for Pitfall. Pitfall 2. Ghostbusters and 
3D looks great with some nice detail Little Computer People amongst 
on buildings etc with some pleasant others, and Jaleco has converted it 
use of colour . The scrolling is fast to the Gameboy .. not the same ad-
(which is impressive since these type venture, but same characters. 
of graphics were never designed to ABAHB is a strange game as you 
actually move!> and at times the speed control a boy who must wonder 
reaches ridiculous heights <the 3 around a cave of obstacles. with help 
tanks at the end of level 1 for ex- from his pet creature - a blob. The 
ample) . Sound is o.k but nothing really blob is a wobbling hourglass like 
outstanding or worthy of particular creature who can change form when 
mention - all the pieces suit the game the boy throws it a certain sweet. 
and as such you don't really notice which it gulps down. For example, it 
them that much; although I don 't know can change into a ladder. trampoline, 
whether that is a compliment or an in- rocket. or umbrella ... all of which to 
suit! help the boy negotiate obstacles. 
The playability that is the key to a When you start the game. you are 
game 's real success is plentiful in Axis trapped in tower with your buddie . ln-
FZ . The game is basically a shoot ·em front of you is a locked door, and no 
up <and a simple one at that> tarted up other way out apart from up. The boy 
with isometric graphics and 16 bit con- starts with a handful of sweets. one 
sole speed. It is great fun to play and of which will change blob into a 
is sufficiently easy enough to keep trampoline. So by tapping 'Select' to 
you playing for quite a while at a time. select the sweet <indicated at the 
However. the difficulty setting is real- bottom of the screen in japanese!>, 
ly where the problem is. The booklet and tossing it to blob by pressing 
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button 'A'. The blob will then trans-
f_orm, and hey presto. a mini tram-po
hne. By stepping onto it. you'll bounce 
up and down - push up on the pad will 
make you bounce higher : where you'll 
see a ledge with a sack of sweets 
above (flip screen>. Push right, and 
you'll get the sack, where you can go 
back down. The sack contains more 
different sweets. one of which turns 
blob into a key. Button 'B' will make 
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you whistle, and return Blob back to 
his blob-like form. If he's already 
'blob', he'll come to you, although blob • 
will always try to follow you. Once 
you changed blob into a key, pick it 
up. and go to the door. and it opens. 

The objective of the game is to re
scue 'Blobette · - a female blob whose 
imprisoned in a cage, and behind bars. 
and up a tower. You must make your 
way through the caves packed with 
traps , obstacles. meanies. etc .. by 
changing blob to help. Change blob to 
a bubble - enter to float around and 
enter water . change him to to a ladder 
to reach for gems up in the ceiling, or 
a hole so you can drop down a level!! 

Graphically, Blob is great, with big 
neat sprites. and animation is ace too 
with the blob bouncing and wobbling 
about and the way it transforms is 
brill . The backdrops are real neat too 
- really deatiled. Soundwise, there are 
two tunes ... the 1st on the title screen 
starts off a bit like Raiders of the Lost 
Ark. but doesn 't continue that way, 
an~ the in-game tune is a jolly ditty 
which gets on your witt after a while . 
Sound SF are sparse with whistles , 
bongs! as you jump on a tramp., etc . 

Gameplay is average, as trying to 
figure out where to go and how to get 
pass an obstacle is mind racking ... 
BUT. there are a few flaws ... and qui
te major ones they are too!! The most 
major is that. there ·s NO save game/ 
password or continue option ... lose all 
your lives. and it's back to the begin
ning! This is a real pain as it can take 
about half an hour just to get through 
the first few obstacles!! Another bad 
point is when you move from screen 
to screen. as blob follows you. and 
pushes you forward. This can be dis
asterous as you can be pushed down 
a cliff <which took you a few minutes 
to get up in the first place!> or into a 
pounding machine ... ending in death! 
And then there's positioning of 
blob:.'cos blob moves independently 
by himself, getting him to sit where 
you want him to sit is sometimes near 
impossible. All in all. a great concept. 
but let down by some bad flaws ... only 
worth getting if you like puzzles. have 
a lot of time and willing to stick with it. 
I liked it, but after I've got quite far 
into it. after a few hours play , and 
died ... 'cos there's no save game or 
password option. I nearly threw the 
gameboy out of the window ... "I'll ne
ver play this *£$*Cl[" game again!!" 

Graphics - 85% 
Playability - 70% 
Overall - 70% 

Sound - 70% 
Lastability - 70% 

" 
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IN Pln•I fantasy LM•Dd 

6y S~ - Gamtboy 
S-uppUa! 6y PC £119tnt. Supp{w 

This is the first RPG for the Game
boy as far as I know, original japane
se version is called 'Saga' but to play, 
you need to read the text. so than~ to 
PC Engine Supplies have imported 
the American version - The Final 
Fantasy Legend. P.E.S. says they 
don't have many left, so I suggest you 
rush down there and get a copy 
quick, as this is one heck of a game! 

Legend (for short> is a huge game ... 
so huge, the game is set on 4 diffe
rent worlds - the world of Continents, 
world of Ocean, of Sky and of Ruins. 
Each world is about 10x10 screens 
large ... not very big you say, but en
ter a castle, and you11 zoom in and 
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the castle area could be another 
10x10 screens with several levels, 
plus there are also caves. villages. un
der water worlds, towers. etc. You 
start in the world of Continent in the 
village of Base Town, north of Conti
nent. Before you get going, you have 
to pick your leader, either male or fe
male Human or Mutant. or one of 4 
Monsters. then give him/her a name. 
Each type of character have their ad
vantages/disadvantages. eg. Humans 
start off with high Hit Points. can 
carry more items. but are an ex
pensive breed as you have to buy 
weapons. extra strength. etc. Mu
tants are similar to Humans but, start 
off with lower HP. carry less, but ma
ture powers after the rigors of 
questing ... so they become better, the 
longer into the game developing su
per powers. Monsters however are 
varied, they gain power by eating the 
meat of the enemy the party kills (if 
they are any} transforming into 
another beast. although eating the 
meat could transform you into a wea
ker or more powerful creature! 
Monsters cannot carry or use items. 
Once you've picked your leader, head 
for the Guild. where you can recruit 3 
more characters, for a 4 members 
team. As you start off. you have no 
cash. and very little arms, so time for 
some monster bashing, as killing 

monsters gain Gold!! But before doing 
so, you can meet up with the 
villagers where you can gain informa
tion of your first mission. This in
volves regaining the 3 parts of 
armour of the statue in the town 
square, where you can unlock the 
door to paradise! Unfortunately, the 3 
kings has one each, and are re
lentless to give it up ... would you? 
The first piece can be found in the 
north east tower. 80 off you trek -
out of the village and in to the sava
ge land. Sooner or later you'll come 
across an enemy. most likely a 
Goblin. Here, you'll get a pie of it. and 
an option to fight or run. Not to be 
chicken, you should fight the suck-
er ... he does possess 40 pieces of 
gold after all. Sub menus then ap
pear for you to select what each 
character will use to fight. Killing the 
enemy will give you gold, the more 
kills you do, the more gold you get, 
and in each village there are shops 
for you to buy useful items. Of
course. during a fight. your members 
can lose HPs. or die, or it may take 
several fights for you to take the 
creatures out. Most useful are the 
Inns, who will restore all Hit Points 
and Mutant/monster powers for a 
small price. Shops will buy items from 
you. or sell items like potions to heal 
you, weapons including axes, swords. 
bows. and even SMGsl; armour inclu
ding shields. gauntlet; Magic spells 
like fire, ice and lighting, and more, all 
for a hefty price. Most iltems bought 
have a limited use. so a 'Sword 50' 
means you can only use it 50 times. 

Aswell as Goblins. there are a host 
of nasties out there from bulls, 
gargoyles. magicians. snakes. slime. 
madusas, and other more wierdos. 
Not only that, but they also attack in 
groups. so ruMing is sometimes be
tter than fighting ... unless you are the 
A-Team. 

Once you reach the king's castle, 
the king will give you the first armour 
if you help him win back his girl... so 
off you trek again to the second 
village, killing monsters for gold on 
the way. where the girl is. You find 
out that the girl can't go to the king 
because of the bandits in the east 
caves. There's nothing to do but to 
seek out these bullies and defeat 
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them ... and it continues .... you get the 
jest of things?! Although there is 
no arcade action, Legend is extreme
ly exciting ... but is more of a tactical 
game. Do you fight or run when con
fronted by 3 monsters? Do you buy 
more HP for your Humans or go for 
the weapons or armour? Should you 
eat the meat of a tough monster? 

On the graphics stakes. the game 
is tremendous. Although nothing stun
ning, you get detailed plans of the 
worlds as you walk around and the 
close ups are real neat too. The sub 
menus are well presented showing 
detail pictures of monsters. and 
option screens laid out 80 they are 
easily used without fuss. Sound is 
used to good effect too with diffe
rent related tunes for different situa
tions you're in. Sound effects are 
sparse. used in fighting, with crack
les when lighting is used, machine 
gun fire when the SMG is used, etc ... 

All in all, Legend is ace. and will 
keep you playing for a long time as 
the more you play, the better you get. 
and the further you go. the harder 
the enemy and problems amass. To 
complete the game, you require at
lease a week's solid play. You might 
be wondering if there's a password 
system or something. Amazingly, it 
has a save game option! Yes, save 
and you can turn off the Gameboy, 
and next time you play. select conti
nue, and you'll start where you sa
ved ... well impressive!! Well worth it. .. 
certainly one of the better gameboy 
titles available, although it won't ap
peal to everyone, especially not to 
pure arcade freaks. 

Incidentally, Saga 2 will soon be 
available in japan for the Gameboy. 

Graphics - 90% Sound - 85% 
Playability - 93% Lastability - 90% 
Overall - 92% 
Marc Foord ~ 
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SUPER SPY 

&y SNK - Nta Gt.a - 55ffit¥ 

Wow!! A Neo Geo game review!!! 
Many thanx to Andy of A 1 Compu
ters for lending me his Neo Geo and 
game for review .... you'll not getting it 
back. mate!! 

Super Spy is SNK's latest Geo 
game, and although graphically stun
ning, is one of their weaker titles. The 
game lets you play the part of a 
hedgehog ... ermm .. I mean a Super 
Spy in the CIA. in a 30 first person 
perspective arcade beat'em up. The 
game has two missions for you to co
mplete, the first is set on 4 floors. 
while the second is much larger, set 



on 16 floors. Your objective is simple, 
a terrorist group has taken over a 
building to steal bombs and get the 
president, and you must wipe them 
out , more importantly, locate and re
trieve pass cards held by sub-lea 
ders of the group, to enter the final lo
cation where the leader is, and kill 
him. As the game is viewed in first 
person perspective, all you see of 
yorself are your hands. The joystick 
will move you left, right. and duck, and 
forward and backwards if the path 
lets you. Button A will activate your 
hand attacks, Button B - kick, and 
Button C - choose weapons. Three 
main hand attacks are available -
hand combat by punching, which is 
quick and effective, but weak; Knife, 
the best as it's more lethal; and hand 
gun - deadly but you only have a limi
ted amount of ammo ... nothing worst 
than wasting the enemy with the gun. 
only to hear click click click when you 
run out of bullets and get wasted be
fore you can swap weapons. Right 
from the start, a couple of terrorists 
attack you ... luckily, they are un
armed, so taking them out is not too 
difficult. They wander around in the 
background first. and then one will 
advance, and try to punch the living 
daylights out of you. As you'd expect 
from the Neo Geo, the graphics are 
top notch with excellent backdrops, 
and the enemy characters are big 
and really detailed ... well up to arcade 

· standards 
, and ani
mate very 
well too. A 
nice touch 
is, when 
you deck 
them, they 
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the background, and damage whate
ver structure that's there, for ex 
ample, pipes burst with water rushing 
out, windows smash into a thousand 
pieces, etc. Also if you use the gun, 
you can shoot oil drums that explode 
and act like a smart bomb. On 
the the sound front, the SFX are reel 
ace with realistic punching, kicking, 
gunning, explosions, etc .. effects ., and 
best of all are the sound effects of 
your foot steps that echo as you 
walk down the hallways and corri
dors. Unfortunately, this is 
overshadowed by the music which 
plays around 95% of the time ... which 
isn't bad, but without it, the game 
would be more better. Also, there's 
only one tune during the main game 
which really gets on your witt after a 
while, but with different tunes when 

you meet up with the meaner guys, 
although these are mainly 
drumbeats ... neat again, but better 
without, as the sound effects are 
much more superior. Strangely, there 
are no speech in the game either, 
only text when you meet someone. 
As you move along, you'll come ac
ross a door or a corridor. but before 
you can enter/go down, another 
bunch of terrorists will attack you. As 
you'd expect, they start off fairly ba
sic with no arms. to ones with knifes. 
iron bars. electric shock stunners, 
and even machine guns. If you see 
them with guns, you have to duck to 
avoid their fire ... these terrorists are 
real thick and don't think of shooting 
down! You also come across some 
wierdo guys like professors armed 
with poisonous gas in spray cans, 
and screw drivers ... and later levels 
<and first bosses>. huge muscle 
bound dock workers that squeeze 
the life from you. And the later 
bosses are armed with a machine 
gun and a lady with deadly 
fingernails! Anyway, once you've 
killed the enemy, you can enter the 
door or go down the corridor. By 
entering the door you can get useful 
items or face more terrorists. More 
often than not, you'll get someone 
who will just give you some info 
about the terrorists, although some 
give a lot of crap about their perso
nal life, or something. More useful are 
people who will top up your energy 
(you only have one life and a set 
amount of energy),. give you a new 
knife <the more you use the knife the 
less effective it becomes>. but best 
of all, give you a SMG machine gun! 
With this, you can press the A button 
once and spray bullets all over the 
place blasting everything to hell ... but 
alas, you only have a limited amount 
of rounds. This is certainly the best 
part of the game!! 

Overall, Super Spy is a bit disap
pointing, after the great games of 
Nam 1975 and Magician Lord - still 
the two best games for the Neo Geo. 
The main trouble with the game is, it 
lacks variety ... all you have to do is 
kill 2-3 terrorists, enter a door or 
move. kill 2-3 terrorists again, move, 
kill 2-3 different terrorists, and so on. 
And after several goes it gets fairly 
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boring .... and with the usual infinite 
continues, quite easy to complete in 
a few hours. The game is quite 
tough ... and I really can't see anyone 
completing it with a single credit. so it 
will do well in the arcades. As you'd 
expect, I don't recommend Super 
Spy - great graphics and Sound FX, 
but again lacking in gameplay ... save 
up for Cyber Lip instead. it looks a 
better deal! 

Graphics - 98% Sound - 90% 
Playability - 70% Lastability - 50% 
Overall - 70% 
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BATMAN 
L119uu f,y Sun.soft 

Supp{iul f,y Mt9awari 

Batman has been a great success on 
video game format on the Gameboy. 
Megadrive and Computer, and at last 
it makes it's way on to the Engine -
but is nothing like the others ... infect, 
pretty awful!! 

Instead of the side-view arcade 
adventure found in all other formats, 
Sunsoft have produced a sort of 
Pacman like game ... infect very much 
like Hudson's Doraernon, the Ham
burger eating Cat. The game is vie
wed just the same, a la crackdown, 
gauntlet, etc. The game is split into 
several levels. but they are really all 
the same, but situated in different 
places. The first level is set in 
Gotham City, and you must control 
Batman around the maze and collect 
all the deadly cannisters while avoi
ding the Joker's clowns. Batman is 
armed with one bat-a-rang, so can 
knock out the clowns for a few se
conds, and kick'em off the screen 
once stunned. Unfortunately, the bat-
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a- rang is short ranged, slow, and 
once you've throw it - you can't move 
until it comes back! Batman is also 
slow ... better off calling him snailman!! 
You have a time limit to complete 
each stage, so don't hang around . 

Because Kenneth Baker ... errm ... 
Batman is so useless <I was right in 
the first place>. powerup icons are 
dotted around the maze to help you. 
These include icons that increase our 
hero's speed, longer range and faster 
bat-a-rangs, 1ups, a bomb to kill all 
the enemies. multi b'rangs, and limi
ted invincibiliy. 

Graphically, Batman is wonderful 
with real detailed colourful graphics, 
even the small sprites of 'Brian' and 
the enemies are real neat with great 
expressions and ace animation. 
Sound is very good too with a diffe 
rent tune for every few stages al
though they are quite short - sound 
FX are very limited however. 

Later stages become a lot harder 
with super-fast clowns that chase 
you, big arrows that teleport you to 
other arrows although these are very 
deadly, as you can reappear right on 
top of an enemy and get killed!!, bi
gger & more complex mazes, clowns 
with guns. and roads to cross with 
rolling vans .... they don't even stop at 
the traffic lights. 

Once you've completed the first le
vel (12 stages> you are shown a nice 
piccy and off to the Museum. Here, 
the game is basically the same. but 
instead of collecting cannisters, you 
have to rub of all the paint off pic
tures around the museum, while avoi
ding bulley boys . From here on, things 
doesn't change although the inbe
tween level graphic screen become 
better with awesome full-screen ani
mation - the only reason I played the 
game was to see what's next!! Once 
you've completed level 5. and the Jo
ker shoots down the Batwing in the 
excellent animation sequence ... <real 
ace, this!), you enter the Catheral, 
where you have to take out the Jo
ker's body guard, a martial arts ace -
unfortunately, I couldn't kill this suck
er, so what lies beyond , I can't say. 

Overall. Engine Batman is a real 
disappointment, although it's quite 
playable once you have collected po
werups, the game lacks variety and 
the ridiculous was you can die by te
leport or when the enemy reap
pears, is infuriating. As you can tell. I 
don't recommend this incarnation - if 
you're into this type of game, go for 
Hud- son's - it's a lot more playable ... 
although worth renting out just to see 
the wicked inbetween animations. Oh 
yeah, the game has infinite conti
nues and Password. 

Graphics - 90% Sound 
Playable - 60% V. F. M. 
Overall - 55% 

- 80% 
- 45% 

Final Blaster 
C1t9iTU - 6y N11mco -- 4J!U9 

Supp(itd 6y PC Engim Su.ppCia 

Here we go again, another vertical 
shoot'em up ... this time from Nmaco. 
who brought you the first on the engi
ne with Galaga '88, and later Dragon 
Spirit... then there was Xevious. Final 
Blaster is the follow up to Xevious -
anyone who played the old game will 
notice on the ground a bird-like 
marking, and this is the ship you fly in 
this latest game. So how does it co
mpare to others? 

The game is set along 7 stages, 
and plays very much like lrem·s Ima
ge Fight. Control of the ship is simple: 
pad moves it around, Select controls 
speed of ship, button II fires and 
button I acts as a smart bomb <more 
on this later>. Stage 1 is set in the in
dustrial city ... mainly grey with 
factories, radioactive drums. pipes, 
etc ... and as the game starts, waves 
of ships zip down the screen for you 
to blast. Aswell as small ships , there 
are some large ones which fire la
sers. and Xevious-like rotating pla 
tes, although they spin 90 degrees 
the other way. Your ship starts with 
measly dual-fire bullets, and afte.r a 
couple of screens. a rotating pod 
floats down the screen changing in 
colour (red-blue) . Collect when it's 
blue to change your weapon, and red 
for power-up. eg. Collect red. and in
stead of firing 2 bullets. you fire 4. or 
collect blue for a front shield. More 
reds and bullets turn to lasers, and 
blues for side multiples. trailing multi
ples to spinning multiples around you. 
The smart bomb will reduce all en
ergy off enemies on the screen, ho
wever. will reduce your blue pods by 
one! You also have another weapon 
up your sleeve .. by holding down 
button II. you can create a firebird 
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around you, and when you let go, it 
zooms upscreen taking out most 
items ... very useful... unless you hap
pen to have autofire on!!! 

The first stage seems real easy, 
and you think it's another boring 
game, but once you get to stage 2 
and beyond, things really hot up. You 
have giant moving potatoes armed to 
the teeth to contend with, fly through 
a maze packed with defensese like in 
Image fight, and a near impossible 
stage where just about everything 
homes in on you!! Once you reach 
the end of stage ... yes, you've 
guessed it - you'll have to blow up a 
mothership. These are relatively 
easy if you have powerups in the 
first couple of stages. requiring little 
dodging and chucking in the lasers, 
but later levels are real pigs requi
ring lots of dodging from the main 
boss that's constantly moving and 
throwing out bullets all over the pla
ce . 

All in all . Final Blaster is Mega!! It's 
so darn difficult. I have yet to even 
get to the last stage. even with slow 
motion on!!!! Graphics are real ace, 
very colourful. detailed and varied 
from stage to stage .. with neat pa 
rallax scrolling. Unfortunately, when 
real big things appear. namely the 
giant potatoes (well, they look like 
potatoes>. things really slow down 
and flicker as bad as an Amiga in 
interlace mode!! Sound is use to good 
effect. with a different tune per sta
ge. and the usual shoot'em up sound 
FX. On the gameplay, Final Blaster is 
very good .. and a par with the like of 
Image Fight... but nothing putting it 
ahead. Recommend buying? Yes. if 
you can stand another shoot'em up. 

Graphics - 90% Sound 
Playability - 85% V. F. M. 
Overall - 85% 

- 80% 
- 85% 
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OPEN FORUM/SWAPLINE/TIPS 

Got ct point to yut Jorwe1n!, ct qtuslion, or ctny o(cl 

c:mp, thtn wrilL in ctnd !Lt us know. 

a. Any sign of the PC Engine Hand 
Held and wr,at is the price? And is it 
100% PC Compatible? 
Chris Norris 

A. The 'GT' is now available in Ja
pan ... but expensive, see news se
ction. It is 100% compatible, but multi
player games will be single player 

~ t!E{" ~ 
only~ ' 

___...._ - · b ,... 

SWAPLINE 
SwctpCim i5 l'RLI.; to t1tt, pub(ic •.. so send in you.r 
advut if you. wish to st1£ thctt Mt9cu!riw., Swctp 
those £119im 911mts, or Cooki119 for 11 chtap N ro 
Geo, mcty6e s011UOm ou.t tfu.re can hdp! 

Megadrive games for sale , all games 
as new, in excellent condition :- New 
Zealand Story = £23 and Fatman = 
£28. If interested Tel:- (0443) 
431995 and ask for Wayne. Wanted = 
Dynamite Duke (M.DJ. 

For Sale: Megadrive <PAL> include: 2 
Joypads. 7 brilliant games. DJ Kid. Su
per Shinobi. Golden Axe, Ghouls 'n' 
Ghosts, and loads of Japanese mags. 
£450 sale for £250. 

Engine games to Swap - MotoRoa
der. Chan + Chan. Son Son II. USA 
Basketball . Dragon Spirit. Ordyne. PC 
Kid, Chase HQ, Splatterhouse. Ninja 
Spirit. Don Doko Don. and Devil Crash. 
Also Megadrive Garnes - Alex Kidd, 
Tatsujin. Super Monaco GP. and Dyna
mite Duke . Will swap engine for MD 
games . Write to Gavin De Bank. 46 
Lightfoot Road. Uttoxeter . Staffs . 
ST14 7HB. 

For Sale : PC Engine Core Grafx (PAL> 
4 weeks old, still boxed. Japanese 
Magazine. and 5 games inc. 
SplatterHouse. Ninja Spirit, Atomic 
Robokid. Cybercross. Heavy Unit. 
worth over £325. sell for £220 ono . 
Ring 061- 799 4277 

PC Engine SuperGrafx <Scar0, ga 
mes, under guarentee. as new - £190 
ono. 
UK Atari Lynx. games. under gua 
rentee, as new - £125 ono . 
UK Nintendo Gameboy Tetris pack. 
carrying case. under guarentee. as 
new £60ono. 
Also PC Engine/Megadrive games for 
sale/swap. Megadrive games 
wanted ..... Ring - Michael on 045 7 

873062. 

Megadrive games to swap, DJ Boy, 
Super Thunderblade. Super Shinobi . 
Tatsujin, Super League Baseball. 
Ghouls ·n· Ghosts . Space Harrier II. 
Rastan II. Games Wanted: - Strider. 
Afterburner ti, Goldex Axe, Last Bat
tle. Thunderforce 11+111, World Cup 
Soccer. Phelios . Will consider other 
swaps . Phone (02481 421156 after 
6 .30 pm ask for Grant. 

PC Engine games to swap, I have Le
gion (CD>. Ys ccm. Red Alert <Cm. 
Download. Break-In, Ordyne. Titles 
wanted include Valis Ill <CD>. Gomola 
Speed. Axe II, Klax. Spallerhouse. 
Image Fight. Batman. etc .. Pho-
ne 0306 885 003 between 8pm + 

10pm please. 

Swap Ninja Spirit. New Zealand Sto
ry, want Dodge Ball. Devil Crash, Be
ach Volleyball, Super Foolish Man, Le
gend of Valkyrie. De-
rek 0493 65297 4. • 

Wanted : Fighting Street <CD> and Al
tered Beast <CD>. Will exchange any 
of the following : Don Doko Don, Su
per Star Soldier. Gunhed, Atomic Ro
boKid. P47, Ninja Warriors. World Co
urt Tennis. Rastan II. Veigues. Cyber 
Cross or Watura. Phone Colin at Me
gaware .. see advert. 

Megadrive. scart (with english con
version) for sale. Pristine condi -
tion. 5 months old. 15 Megadrive 
classics for sale, will split. all perfect 
as new. Also Engine games sale/ 
swop . {all 081 -504 8861). 

Megadrive games for sale and Ami
ga originals for sale . Megadrive ga
mes: Strider, Batman , S.M.G.P.. 
S.M.Golf and on the Amiga , Shadow 
Warriors. Stunt Car Racer. Sword of 
Sadan. etc .. Tel: 0443-430042. Ask 
for Craig. 

To swap <MD> Space Harrier II, Super 
League. Thunderforce II. Air Diver & 
Mr Komatsu Tel: LEE (07781 347616 
After 6.00. 
To swap <Engine) Victory Run, 
Wonder Boy, A-Type I, Dragon Spirit, 
Tales ot Monster Path. Power Drift. 
Formation Soccer & Shinobi -
Wanted: Splatter House. Don Doko 
Don. Phone Lee after 6 .00. (Will 
swap for MD games> 

To swap: Ninja Spirits. Devil Crash, 
Don Doko Don. Barrumba. 
Splatterhouse. Chase HQ, PC Kid. 
Ordyne. USA Basketball, MotoRoa
der. Son Son II, Dragon Spirit. Chan + 
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Chan. Good Engine and Megadrive ga 
mes wanted . Send address + phone to 
Gavin de Bank, 46 Lightfoot Rd .. Utto - , 
xeter. Staffs. ST14 7HB. I 

Megadrive Games for sale only: Alex 
Kidd C12, Space Harrier II £16. Kajuku 
II £17, Thundertorce II £20. Dar-
win 2081 £22. Batman £25, ESWAT 
£25. Phone Tim Humphreys (0285) 
654921. 

MEGADRIVE games for sale: DAR
WIN 4081- £20, THUNDERFORCE 11-
£20 . Both as new. Will consider 
swaps <MD or Engine> . Phone Marc 
on 081-892-8441. 
WANTED - PC Engine games Ceg PC 
Kid, Legendary Axe II etc I. Will pay 
£15-£20 each . Phone Marc on 
081-892-8441. 

TIPS ('fmns:Ihi Ono) 

Megadrjye: KLAX 
On the title screen. hold down 

LeftUp. A,B.C. and then press Start to 
play the back stages. Be careful. 
these back stages are very hard . 

Engine: KLAX 
On the GAME OVER screen where it 

says 'Press flip to continue 10, 9. etc . .' 
hold Select and press Up to get 9 
credits. This can be repeats over and 
over and so in effect you have infinite 
continue mode. 

Megadrjye: losector x 
The <?> item enables you to stay in 

the same condition (only once) when 
hit. 

Megadrjye: Golden Axe 
Get into the arcade mode. and then 

wait to get the SELECT PLAYER. 
Here. press DownLeft. A,C for 9 
Credits instead of 3. 

Eogioe; Pie Hard 
On the title screen. hold T then 

press Run for inifinte continues. 

Engine: figbtioa street ccm 
On the High-score chert. enter ·.so· 

as your name. Back to the title 
screen, you should have 7 credits. 
Here hold down T, ·11· then press 
Select then Run for round select. 

Engine: fl Circus • 
Go for the world championships and 

on the screen where it says 'Team· on 
top and 'Machi' in the middle and 
Select under that and some speech 
(words) boxed, hold 'II' then press 'I'. 
You can now select your own course. 
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(MAIL ORDER) [SHOP) 

PC Engine Supplies Console Concepts 
2238 Waterloo Road The Village 

Cobridge 5-0-T Newcastle-LI-Lyme 
Staffs ST6 2HS Staffs ST5 1 QB 

Telephone 0782 712759 (9.00 am TO 5.30 pm) 0782 213993 (6.00 pm to 7.30 pm) 
~ Access and Visa now accepted VAT No. 536 8202 45. Fax No. 0782 208429 Z 

*** BEFORE YOU PART WITH YOUR HARD EARNED CASH · CHECK OUT OUR COMPETITORS*** *** WERE THEY SELLING CONSOLES LAST CHRISTMAS? WE WERE*** 

PC Engine Pal TV or Searl & Operation Wolf ...... £165.00 inc. p.&p. Sega Megadrive (Searl) Pro 1 Joystick+ Super Monaco ........ ... £179.95 inc. p.&p. 
PC Engine CD ROM System, Interface & Sidearms Special. £315.00 inc. p.&p. PC Engine Supergrafx, Grand Sword + Battle Ace .. £ £285.00 inc. p.&p. 
Sega Megadrive (TV Version) Pro 1 Joysticks+ Super Monaco Free £179.95 inc. p.&p. •NOTE OUR MEGADRIVE RUNS JAPANESE/AMERICAN/BRITISH CARTRIDGES• 

PC ENGINE SOFTWARE SEGA MEGADRIVE SOFTWARE 

Paranoia . . . .. ... cza.oo 
New Zealand Story .............. £32.00 
Power Drift .. .. ............. £32.00 
Shinobi .. . . . .......... ............... £32.00 
Volfied .. . ................ .......... £32.00 
Cybercore ................ . £32.00 
Golden Axe (CD) .................. £30.00 
Final Zone II (CD) .............. £33.00 
Blue Blink ................. ........... £33.00 
Tiger Road .... £33.00 
Sidearms ........................... £33.00 
Space Invaders .................. £33.00 
Formation Soccer ................. £33.00 
Legend of Valkrie ......... .. .. £33.00 
Klax .. . . . ............. £33.00 
W Wing .. .. ............. £33.00 
Afterburner .......................... £33.00 
Legendary Axe II .................. £33.00 
Valis Ill (CD) .................. £33.00 
Die Hard ............... £33.00 
Splat House .......................... £35.00 

Powerleague Ill .................. £33.00 
Darius Plus (card) (new) ............ Call 
Gomala Speed (new) ............ £33.00 
Final Blaster (new) ............... . £33.00 
Ras tan Saga II ........ £33.00 
Xevious (new) ..... £32.00 
Viegues (new) ............ £33.00 
Star Soldier (Gunhead II) ..... £33.00 
Download (new) ................... £33.00 
Don Doko Don .................. £33.00 
Super Foolish Man (new) ..... £33.00 
Ninja Spirits ......................... £33.00 
Image Fight . . . ....... £33.00 
Alien Crush II (Pinball) . .. .. ... £33.00 
Beach Volleyball ........... £33.00 
Lode Runner ..................... £33.00 
Pro 1 Auto fire Joystick ......... £33.00 
Ghouls and Ghosts (sg) ..... £33.00 
Batman .. .. ................... Call 
Operation Wolf ................... £33.00 
Rabid Lepus ......................... Call 

Darwin 4001.. ....................... £30.00 
Altered Beast ........ £33.00 
Forgotten Worlds ................ £30.00 
Rambo Ill ........................... £30.00 
Colurms (Tetris Type Game) £30.00 
Basketball ...................... £32.00 
Tatsujin .............................. £30.00 
Afterburner II ....................... £33.00 
New Zealand Story .............. £33.00 
Final Blow Boxing .. . . ........... £33.00 
Golden Axe ........................... £33.00 
Super Shin obi ..................... £33.00 
Klax ............ .. . ..... ...... £33.00 
Space Invaders 90 .............. £33.00 
Inspector X ......................... £33.00 
Hellfire (new) ... .. ..... £33.00 
Strider (new) . .. ........ £41.00 
Gain Ground (new) . .............. £33.00 
Ringside Angel (new) . .. ... £33.00 
Shadow Blasters (new) . ..£33.00 
XOR (new) . .. .... £33.00 

Atomic Robokid (new) .......... £33.00 
Axis (new) ........... ............... £33.00 
Crack Down (new) ................ £33.00 
Rainbow Island Extra (new) .. £33.00 
Master of Weapon (new) ...... £33.00 
World Cup Soccer ............... £33.00 
Thunderforce Ill ................... £33.00 
DJ Kid ............. . ..... ..... £33.00 
E-Swat ................................. £33.00 
Phelios . . .. .. ... .......... .... . . ... £33.00 
PRantasy Star II (6 Meg) 
Battery Back-up (new price) . £38.00 
Ghostbusters ........................ £33.00 
Populous (English manual) ... £39.00 
Budokan (English manual) ... £39.00 
Pro 1 Autofire Joystick .......... £33.00 
Batman ................................. £33.00 
Cyberball ............................ £33.00 
Super Monaco (GP) .............. £33.00 
Moonwalker ......... £33.00 
Rastan SAGA II ........ £33.00 

Arcade Power Stick .......... £34.99 PC Engine/Megadrive Mags ........... £7.00 Competition Pro Joystick PC Engine/Megadrive .......... £19.95 
Game Boy Carrying Case ........ Ca/1 Sega Megadrive Carrying Case .......... Ca/1 Gameboy Light Attachment .......... Ca/1 

All Gameboy Software Frolf1 £19.95 
Bomber Boy Battle Ping Pong Teenage Mutant Turtles Batman Spider Man + over 40 more titles 

Neo Geo latest tltlles 
Super Spy Cyber Lip Super Wonder V Asuka vs Asuka Sky Soldier lkari Warriors Ill Call for prices 

Megadrive Xmas Pack 
(Joypad, Joystick, 

Super Monaco GP) 
£179 .95 

We have more titles on PC 
Engine/MP.gadrive than we 

can Ii st in th is advert . 
(Call us on 0782 213993) . 

Sports Pack 
(Soccer, Boxing & 

Basketball) 
£85.00 

Starter Pack 
(Golden Axe, Rambo 111, 

Altered Beast) 
£85 .00 

Shoot Em Up Pack 
(Tatsutin , Whiprush, 

darwin) 
£85 .00 

PC Engine Xmas Pack 
(PC Engine, Joypad, 

Operation Wolf) 
£165 .00 

ALL GAMES PACKS 
ON SEGA MEGADRIVE 

PLEASE ADD ON £1.00 P.&P. FOR EACH TITLE 
ORDERED ON SEGA 16 BIT/PC ENGINE 

Please note all the above games are imports and 
may need modification to run on the official British 16 

BitSega . 
1 . 

PLEASE ADD ON £1 FOR MAGS, & £1.50 FOR JOYSTICKS 
· We are also stockists of Neo Geo/Nintendo/Sega 8 
Bit and 16 Bit (UK)/Atrari Lynx/PC Engine Handheld . 

SAME DAY DESPATCH ON ALL ACCESSNISA AND POSTAL ORDERS IFIN STOCK (CALL US ON0782 213H3). 
CHEQUES PLEASE ALLOW 3 DAYS FOR CLEARANCE 

MAKE AN ORDER FROM THIS ADVERT AND GET A FREE PC ENGINE/MEGADRIVE FANZINE 

* * * YOU'VE TRIED THE REST!! NOW TRY THE BEST* * * 



RAVEN GAMES LONDON 
66 DURHAM ROAD. BROMLEY. KENT BR2 0SW 

PC ENGINE CORE GRAFX SEGA MEGADRIVE (PAL> £155.00 ATARI LYNX inc. CALIFORNIA 
(PAL> £155.00 SEGA MEGADRIVE <PAL> GAMES, 2 PLAYER LEAD + 

PC ENGINE CORE GRAFX inc.DJ BOY £169.00 POWER ADAPTOR £179.00 
(PAL> inc. NINJA SEGA MEGADRIVE <SCART> 

WARRIORS £169.00 inc.DJ BOY £169.00 LATEST LYNX GAMES 
PC ENGINE CORE GRAFX MEGADRIVE JAPANESE SLIME WORLD £34.95 

<SCART> inc. NINJA MAGAZINES £8.99 KLAX £34.95 
WARRIORS £159.00 JAPANESE/ENGLISH 

PC ENGINE SUPER GRAFX GAMES CONVERTER £19.95 

<PAL> inc. GRANZORT £285.00 ARCADE POWERSTICK £39.95 

PC ENGINE SUPER GRAFX GAMEBOY + TETRIS PACK £69.95 
SCART> inc. BATTLE ACE £275.00 LATEST MEGADRIVE GAMES 

CD-ROM + INTERFACE £299.00 LATEST GAMEBOY GAME§ 
PC ENGINE JAPANESE 

E-SWAT £34 .95 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 

MAGAZINES £7.50 TURTLES £27.95 
CYBERBALL £33.95 LUNAR LANDING £25.95 

LATEST PC ENGINE ~AMES BUDOKAN £39.95 BOULDERDASH £25.95 
POPULOUS £39.95 SPIDERMAN £26.95 
RASTAN II £33.95 PAPERBOY £26.95 

SUPER STAR SOLDIER £34.95 SUPER MONACO GRAND AFTERBURST £29.95 
NINJA SPIRIT £34.95 PRIX <USA VERSION> £39.95 GHOSTBUSTERS II £26.95 
RASTAN II £34.95 MOONWALKER £34.95 NINJA ADVENTURE £25.95 
DEVIL.CRASH £34.95 INSECTOR X £34.95 ROADSTER £25.95 
HELL EXPLORER £34.95 KLAX £34.95 FINAL FANTASY LEGEND £29.95 
LEGENDARY AXE II £34.95 SPACE INVADERS 90 £34.95 GAMEBOY JAPANESE 
RABIOLEPUS £34.95 HELLFIRE £34.95 MAGAZINES £7.50 
OPERATION WOLF £34.95 STRIDER £39.95 

HANEY IN THE SKY £34.95 ZANY GOLF £39.95 

Fl CIRCUS £34.95 RAINBOW ISLANDS £37.95 

WALCUE STORY £34.95 AXIS £34 .95 

AERO BLASTERS £34.95 FATMAN £39.95 NEO GEO CONSOLE 
DIE HARD £34.95 BURNING FORCE £34.95 <ENGLISH TEXT VERSION 
W-RING £34.95 TEL TEL BASEBALL <WITH inc. JOYSTICK + MEMORY 
GAMOLA SPEED £34 .95 BATTERY BACKUP) £37.95 CARD> £399 
FINAL BLASTER £34.95 ARROW FLASH £34 .95 

AFTER BURNER II £34 .95 DYNAMITE DUKE £34 .95 LATEST NEQ GEQ GAMES 
LEGION <CD-ROM) £36.95 FIRE SHARK £34.95 NINJA COMBAT £199.95 
VARH.JS Ill <CD-ROM> £36 .95 XGRANADA £34.95 RIDING HERO £199.95 
BATMAN £34.95 JUNCTION £34.95 CYBERLIP £199.95 
OUTRUN DEC. MICKEY MOUSE £34 .95 SUPER SPY £199.95 

SHADOW DANCER TBA 

WE NOW HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF SECONDHAND PC ENGINE AND 
MEGADRIVE GAMES AVAILABLE 

*SEGA GAME GEAR NOW IN STOCK* 

PLEASE NOTE: ALL MACHINES CARRY A ONE YEAR GUARANTEE AND FULL 
ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS 

P+P: GAMES, ADAPTORS, PADS, MAGAZINES £1 PER ITEM (EXCEPT NEO GEO £2.50) 
/ JOYSTICK £2 / MACHINES: MEGADRIVE £5, PC ENGINE £4, LYNX £4, GAMEBOY £3 . 

CHEQUES + P. O.'S / SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST TO: RAVl!N GAMl!S LONDON 
TEL: 081 464 2933 

GUARANTEED FAST DELIVERY 

r 

• . 


